Abstract
2-13 atoms, these series of Au n (n= 6, 7, and 8) clusters have been demonstrated to show 1 pronounced even-odd alteration of oxidation behaviors on a SiO 2 /Si(100) surface. 21, 23 This 2 previously-reported the size-selectivity on oxidation behaviors of Au clusters was re-3 demonstrated with the parallel-deposited Au n (n= 6, 7, and 8) clusters on silica surface, 4 proving the practicability of this new parallel-deposition technique for size-dependent 5 property study of mass-selected clusters.
6
The clusters were produced by Ar-sputtering of a gold (99%) target with a magnetron 
11
28 and split into several cluster ion beams with various charge to mass (q/m) ratios (Fig. 1) .
12
In Fig. 1 , the experimental set-up used to investigate the spatial resolution of split cluster with the mass spectrum shown in the ESI † (Fig. S2) . The distance between the maximum 4 intensities of adjacent cluster peaks was around 11 mm. by XPS after deposition shown in Fig. 3 were not exactly the same as those determined by 1 channeltron scanning shown in Fig. 2 . This is probably due to differences of the experimental 2 conditions where the drift distance of cluster beams along the X-axis from the end of the 3 guiding tube to the substrate was shorter than that for the detector (Fig. 1) . Also, an additional 4 de-acceleration voltage was applied on the substrate only during deposition for soft-landing.
5
Concerning the limitations of the technique, the spatial resolution would in principle 6 correspond to the mass resolution of the Wien filter. In this case, the upper limit of the Au 7 cluster size which can be parallel deposited with a spatial separation with neighboring 8 clusters would be ~ n=20. However, when we measured the spot size on the sample using 
15
Spatial separation of adjacent cluster spots was observed after the cluster deposition and 16 more importantly, size-dependent behaviors of parallel-deposited Au n (n= 6, 7, and 8) clusters
17
were also observed, which will be presented in the below.
set-up used to determine the spatial separation of clusters spots after the parallel-deposition of 
